
Chapter 18
The Eighteenth Century

Section 1 (517-529):  The European States    [RB: 121-131]
Italicized Intro

There’re two important ideas in this section:
a)  Look at the description / definition of “Europe’s old order”  that will make more sense after 

next chapter, when you read about the “new order”
b) Look at the “process of centralization” in the first sentence of the last paragraph.

Intro
Absolutism with a new justification:  “utilitarian arguments”   

Utilitarian = Useful / Workable (not necessarily “moral”)
Enlightened Absolutism

Wow, the first 2 paragraphs are amazing!  nice summary of different enlightened ideas
Notice what “Most philosophes” thought about “the people”

1.  How did Voltaire define the enlightened ruler
2.  What 3 rulers (& their countries) are listed as enlightened

The Atlantic Seaboard States
That intro paragraph has been asked twice in the last 10 years as an essay question.
3. How was England governed in the 1700s?  

  (The eighteenth-century British political system was characterized by . . .)
4. What were the powers of parliament during this period?
5. Who dominated / controlled parliament? Was britain a democracy?
6. What earlier event (in 1688) created this situation?
7. Who was the first prime minister?
8. How did prime ministers get to be so powerful?
Man, that dutch stuff is unintelligible!  A lack of unity caused the dutch to decline.

Absolutism in Central and Eastern Europe
when you think prussia you think “the army”
Wow, that quote by Frederick William is intense  

BUT it really lets you see the stereotypical German mentality 
“Prussian militarism”    
That quote at the bottom of 522 is GOLDEN.   

Use it in any essay about Germany.   (Prussia will become modern Germany in 1871)
Man, the “ideal of loyal service”    

Do ya’ll  see the author’s attempt to make you think of Nazism?
Frederick the Great - “First servant of the state”
9.  Make a list of the enlightened (& the Not-So-Enlightened) actions of Frederick
Maria Theresa & Joseph II
Silesia is important as a loss to Austria and a gain to Prussia
10.  Why is Joseph considered an enlightened monarch?
Catherine the Great
Most historians blame her for her husbands death.
11.  What happened to Poland in the 18th century?  Who did it?
That little box on the top of 526 is helpful!!!

The Mediterranean World
Not much here

The Scandinavian States
Not much here either

Enlightened Absolutism Revisited
“were all primarily guided by . . .”  Very Good Quote!!!!
12.  What was the big hindrance to enlightened reforms?  (last paragraph)



Section 2 (529-533):  Wars & Diplomacy      [RB 135-140]
Intro

1.  Define “balance of power”
Hey! “reason of state” is Raison d'Etat that Richelieu is associated with

The War of Austrian Succession
2.  Define “Pragmatic Sanction”    Did it work?
3.  Who fought (on which side) of this war?

The Seven Years’ War
4.  Who fought (on which side) of this war?
5.  What did the French concede to Britain at the Treaty of Paris?

and yes, this is the French & Indian War
  The Big Picture here is Very Important:  Brits  are now on Top, globally

Don’t worry about the fighting  info on p531
European Armies and Warfare

6.  Why are these wars not as destructive as the Wars of Religion?

Section 3 (533-541):  Economic Expansion and Social Change
Intro

Just memorize that intro 
Growth of the European Population

1.  What caused the boom?
Family, Marriage, and Birthrate Patterns

2.  What’s happening to the birth rate?  why?
An Agricultural Revolution

3.  What 4 factors contributed to the Ag Revolution
New Methods of Finance and Industry

4. Explain the “Cottage Industry”      (This is very Important)
Toward a Global Economy

5.  What was the first group to actively oppose slavery?

Section 4 (541-547):   The Social Order of the Eighteenth Century
The Peasants

1. how much of the population was Peasantry?
The Nobility
The Inhabitants of Towns and Cities

Important Note!!  the “upper crust of the middle classes” is usually referred to as the 
  Bourgeoisie!    

2.  How does this book define “petty bourgeoisie”
3.  How did Europe’s attitude toward the poor change over time?




